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09H00 OPENING SESSION SESSÃO DE ABERTURA

TOPIC 1 THE FINANCING NEEDS AND THE TARIFF SYSTEMS
AS NECESSIDADES DE FINANCIAMENTO E OS SISTEMAS TARIFÁRIOS
Chair: Susana Neto CERIS - IST Portugal

10H00 MATCHING CUSTOMERS’ PREFERENCES FOR TARIFF REFORM WITH MANAGERS’ APPETITE FOR CHANGE: THE CASE OF VOLUMETRIC-ONLY TARIFFS IN AUSTRALIA
Keynote Speaker: Lim Crase UWA | Australia

10H40 SERVANT OF TOO MANY MASTERS: WATER TARIFF DESIGN AND THE CHALLENGE OF SUSTAINABILITY
Keynote Speaker: Antonio Massarutto UNIDO | Italy

11H20 BREAK INTERVALO
Chair: Vasco Pereira da Silva FDIU | Portugal

11H35 WATER TARIFFS, TAXES AND OTHER LEVIES IN EUROPE, BETWEEN PIGOVIAN, COASEAN AND OSTROMIAN MODELS
Keynote Speaker: Bernard Barraqué Apuripolitix | France

12H05 PUBLIC VERSUS PRIVATE WATER DELIVERY, WATER TARIFFS AND THE REMUNERALIZATION DEBATE
Keynote Speaker: Germà Bel Universitat de Barcelona | Spain

12H45 LUNCH

TOPIC 2 TARIFFS AND THE HUMAN RIGHT TO WATER
TARIFAS E O DIREITO HUMANO À ÁGUA
Chair: João Miranda FDU | Portugal

14H20 SUSTAINABLE TARIFFS FOR WATER SERVICES AND THE HUMAN RIGHT TO WATER
Keynote Speaker: Teresa Navarro Caballero Universidad de Murcia | Spain

15H00 SOCIAL TARIFF USE IN BRAZIL
Keynote Speaker: Alceu Galvão ARCE | Brazil

15H40 THE ECONOMISATION OF INTERNATIONAL WATER LAW
Keynote Speaker: Paulo Canellas de Castro University of Macau | China

16H20 BREAK INTERVALO

16H30 PARALLEL SESSIONS SESSÕES PARALELAS

MARCH 15

09H00 REGULATORY / TARIFF TRENDS IN LATIN AMERICA
Keynote Speaker: Gustavo Sallieb World Bank | USA

09H40 TARIFFS AFFORDABILITY IN THE WATER SECTOR: NA EUROPEAN COMPARISON AMONG WAREG MEMBERS
Keynote Speaker: Andrea Guerifol WAREG | Italy

10H20 WATER PRICES AND SEWERAGE CHARGES IN GERMANY, CONTRIBUTIONS TO WATER MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATIONS
Keynote Speaker: R. Andreas Kramere Eawag | Switzerland

11H00 BREAK INTERVALO
Chair: João Simão Pires FPA | Portugal

11H30 NEW WATER TARIFF REGULATION IN PORTUGAL
Keynote Speaker: Ana Albuquerque ERISAR Portugal
Discussion: Nuno Campilho SIMAS | Coimbra Portugal
            António Cunha Assessor Portugal
            Diogo Ferre de Oliveira | Portugal
            Eduardo Mendes Indraqs Portugal
            Miguel Salvador SIMAS | Aveiro Portugal

12H45 LUNCH

TOPIC 4 UNCERTAINTY AND NEW CHALLENGES FOR THE TARIFF SYSTEMS
INCENTEritzAS E NOVOS DESAFIOS PARA OS SISTEMAS TARIFÁRIOS
Chair: Rui Cunha Marques ET - UL Portugal

14H15 TARIFFS FOR WATER SERVICES USING NEW WATER SOURCES
Keynote Speaker: Oscar Netto AM | Brazil

14H55 LEGAL CHALLENGES IN DESIGNING AND ENFORCING WATER TARIFFS: SOME THOUGHTS FROM A BRAZILIAN PERSPECTIVE
Keynote Speaker: Patrícia Sampaio FAU | Brazil

15H35 PARALLEL SESSIONS SESSÕES PARALELAS

17H05 BREAK INTERVALO

17H15 CLOSING SESSION SESSÃO DE ENCERRAMENTO

Ana Albuquerque Administradora ERISAR
João Nuno Mendes Presidente Aguas de Portugal
Luis Pires de Sampaio Presidente CERIS - IST
Peter Rayner Embaixador Austrália*
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